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Details of Visit:

Author: luckyman 77
Location 2: Loughborough
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 7 Jan 2016 19:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Midland Belles
Website: http://www.midlandbelles.com
Phone: 07534080186

The Premises:

This was an outcall to a my hotel, so nothing special but perfectly clean and comfortable for the
purpose.

The Lady:

There are plenty of teasers of Grace on the Midland Belles website and Twitter, without revealing
her full identity, but the pictures are accurate and give a good idea about her.

Grace is an attractive blonde lady, probably in her early 40s but I am crap with ages and she may
be only 25 but had a hard paper round.

She's a curvy, very busty lady but has a great figure, especially when wrapped in her corsets. She
has a hidden surprise, which I won't spoil, but don't panic, it's certainly nothing you'd find in
Bangkok.

If you are after a trophy, stick thin early twenties girl, then Grace is not the woman for you, if you
want a sexy, real woman, then she's right up your street, with a lovely smile and twinkle in her eye.

The Story:

I haven't seen anybody for quite a while, but once I'd stumbled on Grace' s profile, I was
immediately attracted and took the plunge and boy am I glad I did.

It was freezing outside and being discreet I'd told Grace to come casual and not worry about
dressing up to meet me, but bring something nice to change into it. She arrived in jeans, boots and
a jacket and look very respectable but quite sexy anyway. A quick chat to sort out the necessities
and she popped in the bathroom to change, and emerged as a leather and stocking clad vixen.

The next two hours passed in a lovely blur.

Grace is one of the nicest people I've met anywhere, and would be great company for a social
setting. She's also kinky as hell. With me she was very sensual, as that's how the meeting went.
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She kisses like an angel, the proper, full on passionate kissing that you want, but a lot of ladies
don't deliver, Her nails, and hands were all over me, I don't think there was a minute, where our
bodies didn't touch. She gives a mean massage too.

Lots of foreplay was enjoyed and she is a very, very responsive lady when you push the right
buttons. She is submissive by nature, and I took advantage of that, but when the mood takes her,
she can take charge certainly. I get the impression that Grace can be whatever you want her to be
and I think a lot of things are on offer with her, as long as she gets on well with you, although I didn't
avail myself of them. We talked about a lot of things that she would be open to but we were
enjoying what we were doing and you can't round to doing everything. She's certainly keen to find
out what you like and what she can do to encourage you further.

Her oral skills are quite spectacular, and one image of her in a 69 position will live long with me.

If you had to categorise the visit I'd say it was a very raunchy gfe visit, some sensual vanilla and
some kink thrown in.

I've been fortunate to meet a lot of nice lady's over the last 20 odd years (and some not so good
ones) and Grace is as good as any of those.

Really nice sexy lady, great company, as kinky as you want her to be, and I haven't enjoyed my self
in ages. She seemed to genuinely enjoy herself too, which is a nice ego boost for an oldish man like
me !

Thanks Grace and thanks to Laura at the agency for recommending Grace and making the
organising process very straighforward.
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